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Abstract:  

This paper tries to present two different ways of implementing Winfo or an interface that allows limited Machine-to-Machine 

communicat ion. These two ways include Local and Cloud implementation. In Local implementation we try to create a local 

database server which will assist in local storage of data over local network, in places  where a standalone system is required or the 

communicat ion of data is not needed, we can use Local implementation. In Cloud implementation, we will use database cloud 

servers and Internet to access, modify or check data. In places where the system requires exchange of data with other distant parts 

of unit, this can be used. The client will still see the local parts of the system and will not require Internet. Our system will 

improve throughput and reduce wait times since it will automate most of the usual tasks.  
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I.  INTRODUCTION 
 

In our previous research paper we described how combination 

of local and global network can be used to reduce most of the 

manual work in daily life. We also explained how this can be 

used in places such as hospitals, hotels, meetups etc., where 

people have to wait for the person in charge to be free and to 

attend to them; they wait for their turns in queues. The 

solution to this problem of provid ing efficient and autonomous 

service without increasing the number of working employees 

was also exp lained. We exp lained how our system will take 

the control out of human hands and give it to machine; we are 

making an autonomous system which will do these usual jobs 

without human intervention. Consider another example of 

hotels, where the waiter has to go to each and every table to 

take order, in very crowded places the customer has to wait  till 

the waiter is free and ready to listen whatever they want to 

say. In this paper we will exp lain its implementation part. We 

will exp lain the hardware used, firmware used, and other 

software specifications. How we can synchronise local storage 

with cloud, accessing cloud without Internet from user side. 

Mostly we will be using web related technologies such as 

PHP, HTML, CSS, MySQL, Apache, firewall, etc. to build 

our system. For cloud, we used a free hosting server with PHP 

and MySQL support. We will be using local server only in 

places where the exchange of information is not needed, and 

cloud server in cases such as hospitals where the information 

related to patients can be critical and can be used by other 

doctors to know about the history of diagnosis of the patient. 

This allows different medical units to keep updating and 

storing patients information on a single storage and can be 

accessed only by authorised individuals. The device will also 

allow some basic input output functionality which will be 

implemented main ly using PHP and firing queries to the 

MySQL server and returning results. 

 

II. FUNCTIONALITIES   
 

a) Accessing Information 

- User can read and retrieve required information from 

cloud. To access information, the user must first register with 

the device; User will be provided with a unique user ID, using 

which user can access the informat ion. User is also needed to 

choose a password for security purposes.   

           
 

                      
 

 Figure.1. Accessing Information 
 

b) Updating Information 

 Administrator can also update the current data. 

As critical and sensitive data may be made available to the 

user one should take care as to who can update and change 

data on the cloud. Hence an administrator is given a separate 

log-in ID and password for security purposes. If the 

informat ion is stored locally the only way to update it is using 

the interface provided in  the device. But in case of cloud, 

admin can update information using device or by directly 

accessing the cloud server using Internet. In both the cases 

user ID and password will be needed.  
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1) Logged User 

      
 

2) Patient Database  

 
 

3) Registered User  

 
 

c) Input 

         User can input data onto the cloud which can then be 

used for later purpose. 

 

Example:  

1) In case of hospitals, to make appointment, user needs 

to login into his/her account then fill the appointment form, a 

token will be generated. This patient information can be used 

by medical professionals for treatment or knowing previous 

diagnosis. 

2) In case of hotels, customers can input payments 

details like mode of payment, etc.(input order) using the 

interface. No need to login. 

 

1)Registration Form 

 

  
 

2)Login 

 
 

3)Appointment 

 
    

    III. HARDWARE SPECIFICATION 

GL.iNet GL-MT300N 300Mbps, Powered by MT7620A 

580Mhz SoC, GL-M300N has strong computation power with 

affordable cost. 
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Table. 1. GL-MT300N Features 

 GL-MT300N 

CPU MTK 7620N @580Mhz 

Memory/Storage DDR1 64MB/ FLASH 16MB 

Interfaces 1 WAN, 1 LAN, 1 USB2.0, 1 micro USB (power), 1 Reset button 

External Storage support FAT32/EXFAT/EXT4/EXT3/EXT2/NTFS 

 

We will be using this device to flash our firmware on it, for 

creating a local network and for accessing the cloud. 

FIGURE.2.LOCAL NETWORK 

IV.FIRMWARE US ED 

 

Figure.3.Firmware Used 
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Open Wrt is described as a Linux d istribution for embedded 

devices. Instead of trying to create a single, static firmware, 

OpenWrt provides a fully  writable file system with package 

management. So we are using openwrt firmware, we will 

modify it according to our needs and then flash it on GL.iNet  

 

GL-MT300N. To implement both local and cloud service, we 

need local as well as cloud server. For local server we are 

using Apache. We are setting up a lamp stack which includes 

Apache, MySQL and ability to programme and run PHP.  

In case of cloud we will use a link to reach our desired cloud 

server from our local server. This will act as an interface 

between local and cloud.            

 

V. LOCAL IMPLEMENTATION 

 

1) Setting up lamp stack:  

We need a local Apache server and MySQL. Installing both 

using opkg command on openwork terminal. Creat ing tables 

needed in database. Providing a fixed IP address and port. 

2) Storing web pages in /www directory of apache.    

3)  Configuring udhcpc or disable it since it will conflict 

with the normal working of apache server. 

4) These web pages will be accessible with in a specific 

area using any web browser and the ip of the device.      

 

VI. CLOUD IMPLEMENTATION 

 

1) For cloud implementation we just extend the 

functionality of Local implementation. We add some more 

pages in /www d irectory, these web pages include links to the 

online server running the system. 

2)    We also add functionality of accessing Internet by the 

device.  

3)   Make sure the user doesn't access any other website using 

the internet; we restrict the permissible ip addresses. This can 

be done by configuring the firewall of the device.  

4)   Our device or GL. iNet GL-MT300N comes with its own 

firewall. 

5)  Now user can access the device using the ip address and 

the browser, user will see the same local interface which is 

now synchronised with the cloud server. Any change in the 

local database will result in change on the cloud.     

 

 
Figure.4.Cloud Implementation 

 

VII. FUTURE WORK 

 

The device with added new features can be used to automate 

most of the manual work done today.  Creating local networks 

and exchange of information over that network will also 

decrease the load on the Internet. 

VIII.CONCLUS ION 

 

Large amount of manual work can be done without human 

intervention and at low cost i.e. without all devices being 

connected to the internet. Also large amount of information 

can be shared among potential stakeholders with ease and thus 

improving on-site user experience. 
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